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Hank Bull collection

Hank Bull collection

Level of description:

Collection

Dates of creation:

1973-2016

Extent:

ca. 2 m of textual records and other material

ca. 1200 photographs : b&w and col. negatives and prints

Biographical Sketch:

Hank Bull is an interdisciplinary artist, curator, and organizer who has played a significant role in the history of the
Western Front Society as a performer and administrator, while also actively pursuing and promoting
interconnectivity between artists and artist-run centres globally for over 40 years. 

Born in Calgary in 1949, Bull was the son of an Anglican minister and a weaver. An early decision to pursue a life in
the arts was confirmed after an eight-month European trip in 1968, where Bull was exposed to art and music
history, as well as counterculture movements in turbulent political landscapes. Beginning in 1969 Bull attended the
New School of Art in Toronto, where he was taught by a variety of significant artists including Nobuo Kubota and
Robert Markle, and expanded his perspective on the growing boundaries of art into performance, multimedia and
diverse identities. 

Exposure to the work of Coach House Press and General Idea led to Bull’s discovery of the recently formed Western
Front Society in Vancouver. He would move to Vancouver in 1973 and connect with the founders, all of whom
would play significant roles as collaborators; Bull and Kate Craig lived together at the Front and married in 1990. 

As an artist and organizer, the 1970s and 1980s were incredibly productive for Bull. Highlights include the HP Radio
Show (1976-1984) with Patrick Ready; several international Shadowplay puppet tours with Craig, Ready, Glenn
Lewis, Jane Ellison, Martin Bartlett; various experiments with telecommunication, mail art, slowscan; Infermental
(1983) and its accompanying piece Cross-cultural television; the “Strategies for Survival” conference in response to
Expo ‘86. In 1980-81, Bull and Craig embarked on a world tour which would have lasting impact on their work,
inspiring them to consider art as a global network and expanding it beyond the confines of Europe and America. 

In the 1980s, Bull began to work in various professional capacities at Western Front, including sitting on the Board
of Directors, curating the gallery program, as an administrator for the music program, and running Front magazine
for several years beginning in 1985. 

Bull began to focus on conducting research and curating independent projects in the late 1980s and 1990s. These
include the MacBooty Brothers project, Duster (1991-1992) and other video and performance collaborations with
Eric Metcalfe; Art’s Birthday celebrations, fax art; the co-founding of PAARC (1996); several trips to Asia and the
eventual Jiangnan project (1998), leading to the establishment of Centre A in Vancouver. 

Bull’s traveling exhibition, Connexion, organized by the Confederation Centre Art Gallery in 2015, highlighted a
lifetime devoted to supporting the work of artists, connecting artists and organizations through networks of
multimedia communication, encouraging diverse cultural production and knowledge, and generally acting as
conduit for creative voices, while himself embodying the art-as-life model.

Bull currently acts as a Trustee of the Vancouver Art Gallery. He is married to Carey Schaefer.
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Resources:

Bull, Hank. “History.” Hank Bull. http://www.hankbull.ca/history/.

Guilbaut, Serge, Joni Low and Pan Wendt. Hank Bull: Connexion. Confederation Centre Art Gallery and

Burnaby Art Gallery, 2015.

Mackenzie, Anna. “The story behind the radical collective who subverted mass media through mail-outs

and queer aliases.” Sleek. June 26, 2019. https://www.sleek-mag.com/article/image-bank/.

Interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Scope and Content:

Collection contains administrative records, correspondence, promotional material, artwork,

photographs, videos and objects pertaining to Hank Bull’s work as a member of the Western Front

Society and as a practicing artist. Fonds contains administrative records of Western Front operations, as

well as original content and material regarding projects and people associated with Bull; these include

Infermental, Art’s Birthday, Jiangnan, William Burroughs, Robert Filliou, Western Front Art Auctions, and

more.

Contains series:

1. Western Front administrative history (1973-2016)

2. Art Auctions

3. Infermental

4. Vancouver Artists’ League

5. The MacBooty Brothers / Duster

6. Art’s Birthday (1990s)

7. Robert Filliou

8. Jiangnan

9. William S. Burroughs

10. Photographs

11. Collected artworks

12. Collected posters

13. Audiovisual material

14. Technology

Custodial history:

Material comes from personal collection of Hank Bull. Artwork and posters from collection of Bull and

other close collaborators from the Western Front Society.

Notes:

Included in original accession was a box of textual records from the files of Kate Craig, pertaining to

Western Front administration. These records have been accrued to the Kate Craig fonds.

System of Arrangement
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Documents were previously organized and partially catalogued by Bull in preparation for the use of the

records in his Connexion exhibition in 2015. The archivist arranged material based first on content, and

second on form, and adapted the original order of the records to physically reflect this arrangement as

closely as possible.

Accruals

Further accruals are expected.

Languages

English, French, Chinese.

Related material

Kate Craig fonds housed at Western Front.

Provenance and access points:

● Hank Bull

● Kate Craig

● Western Front Society
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Series 1: Western Front administrative history

Dates:

1973-2016

Extent:

77cm of textual and graphic material

Scope and Content:

Series contains records detailing the administrative history of the Western Front Society from its founding in 1973

until 2016. Includes records on the ownership history of the Western Front building, correspondence among

founding members, owners’ financial accounts, Western Front community engagement and organizational policy

materials. Types of materials include financial records, meeting minutes, correspondence, and reports.

Administrative / Custodial History:

Files HB.01.01-HB.01.30 were from the records of Kate Craig. They were in possession of Hank Bull, as manager of

her estate, and donated as part of his collection. Other files in the series come from the records of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Original order of the creator was rearranged by the archivist to reflect the connection of the records with regard to

historical content.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.01.01 1-1 WF board,
retreats, staff,
etc.

1995-1997 2 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documents regarding Western Front Board
of Directors, staff, and retreats from 1995 to 1997; this
includes minutes of board meetings, audited financial
reports, job descriptions, internal communications and
planning documents.

HB.01.02 1-2 WF -
Fundraising
Committee

1991-1995 1.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents from the Western Front
Fundraising Committee (Kate Craig, Eric Metcalfe, and
others), including meeting minutes as well as guest and
donor lists from Art Auctions 1991 through 1995.

HB.01.03 1-3 WF owners’
meetings 1993

1993 2 p. of textual records ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains minutes from owners’ meetings on
November 18, 1993 and October 1, 1993. Owners
present include Jane Ellison, Henry Greenhow, Hank Bull,
Kate Craig, Eric Metcalfe, Glenn Lewis. Include
discussions on future leases.

HB.01.04 1-4 WF owners’
meetings
1986-1987

1986-1987 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains minutes from owners’ meetings January and
April 1986, as well as property income statements from
March 1987. Includes document on the relation of
owners and directors.

HB.01.05 1-5 WF owners’ 1982 3 p. of textual records ; File contains financial report from 1982 and minutes from
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meeting 1982 28 x 21.5 cm owners’ meeting on December 5.

HB.01.06 1-6 WF - equity
calculations

1976 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains records on calculations and agreement
between owners on equity and liability for Western Front
building. Agreement between Martin Bartlett, Henry
Greenhow, Glenn Lewis, Kate Metcalfe, Eric Metcalfe,
Michael Morris, Vincent Trasov and Maurice (Mo) van
Nostrand.

HB.01.07 1-7 WF - mortgage
1977

1977 4 p. of textual records ;
35.5 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains documents re. mortgage for Western Front
property from 1977, including mortgage, deed of land,
and discharge of mortgage. Mortgage between owners
and Transport Credit Union; deed of land between
Knights of Pythias and owners; discharge between
Homeplan Realty and owners.

HB.01.08 1-8 WF - mortgage
1972 -
Transport
Credit Union
data

1972-1977 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains copies of mortgage between owners and
Homeplan Realty from March 1973, payment records
from 1972 through August 1977.

HB.01.09 1-9 WF - mortgage
payment
records

1973-1976 1.3 cm of textual records
: mixed media ; 23.2 x 18
cm

File contains payment records, balances and receipts
from 1972 mortgage with Transport Credit Union.

HB.01.10 1-10 WF - Building
Committee

1987-1988 0.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains drawings related to building upgrades,
development permit application from Kate Craig 1987,
structure of Building Committee and meeting minutes,
building-related documents including fire safety.

HB.01.11 1-11 WF ownership -
society

1974-1983 1 cm of textual records :
mixed media ; 35.5 x
21.5 and smaller

File contains documents regarding Western Front
ownership and establishment of Western Front Society;
includes “Societies Act” Constitution for Western Front
Society from January 17, 1974, directors’ meeting
minutes, annual general meeting 1978.

HB.01.12 1-12 WF - mortgage 1973-1981 0.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 and smaller

File contains minutes, reports, and correspondence re.
mortgage payments throughout the 1970s; includes
handwritten payment records, land sale agreement,
adjustments, and correspondence between owners.

HB.01.13 1-13 WF - civic grant
application
COV

1974 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding a civic grant
application for Western Front with the City of Vancouver;
this includes internal correspondence, required
application forms, yearly expenses, correspondence with
City Hall.

HB.01.14 2-1 Association for
Public
Broadcasting in
BC

1973 1.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains reports, outreach, and articles from the
Association for Public Broadcasting in British Columbia;
includes requests for interventions in new proposed
commercial television stations.

HB.01.15 2-2 WF reports -
directors’ /
owners’ /
members’

1981, 1983 4 p. of textual records ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains minutes from Directors’ Meeting April 1983,
Owners’ Meeting April 1983, Members’ Meeting April
1983, and Interim Report 1981.
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meetings

HB.01.16 2-3 WF funding
sources -
corporate

1973-1974 0.4 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains contact lists for charitable organizations and
the Directory of Foundations essay from 1973, as well as
the Vancouver Opportunities Program information and
application form.

HB.01.17 2-4 WF - owners’
correspondenc
e, lease
proposal

1993-1996 0.9 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains documents regarding 1994 lease proposal
and discussions surrounding renegotiation among
owners through 1998. Includes indenture from January
1994 between Glenn Lewis, Hank Bull, Vincent Trasov,
Kate Craig, Eric Metcalfe, Henry Greenhow, Michael
Morris, Jane Ellison and the Western Front Society.

HB.01.18 2-5 Correspondenc
e - Michael
Morris, Vincent
Trasov

1978 6 p. of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains correspondence from Michael Morris and
Vincent Trasov to the other owners of Western Front
Society regarding ending of positions.

HB.01.19 2-6 Owners - CSC 1990-2001 0.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains documents regarding owners’ accounts from
1990-2000; this includes primarily photocopies of
account balances and ledgers.

HB.01.20 2-7 Owners
account
(8770-0) [1]

1988-1993 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding owners’ accounts from
1988-1993; this includes monthly account statements,
receipts, ledgers, correspondence and meeting minutes.

HB.01.21 2-8 Owners
account
(8770-0) [2]

1982-1988 1.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding owners’ accounts from
1982-1988; this includes monthly account statements,
receipts, ledgers, correspondence and meeting minutes.

HB.01.22 2-9 Building
appraisal 1981
[1]

1981 2.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28.5 x
21.5 cm
+
2 v. (165 p.) of textual
and graphic material :
coil bound and staple
bound ; 28.5 x 21.5 cm

File contains building appraisal from Fred Lee &
Associates for Lot 16, Block 42, District Lot 200A, Plan
197, in 1981, directors meeting minutes, insurance
information, and a booklet on re-insulation.

HB.01.23 2-10 Building
appraisal 1981
[2]

[1977-1982] 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains appraisal report documents, financial
reports, previous mortgage and assessment information.

HB.01.24 3-1 WF - owners’
accounts -
1992-1994

1992-1994 1.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding owners’ accounts from
1992-1994; this includes monthly statements plus
receipts, rent receipts, copies of 1994 lease agreement,
correspondence regarding lease agreement between
owners and society.

HB.01.25 3-2 WF - owners’
accounts -
1995-1997

1995-1997 2.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding owners’ accounts from
1995-1997; this includes monthly statements plus
receipts, rent receipts, building expenses,
correspondence regarding lease agreement between
owners and society.

HB.01.26 3-3 City Hall - 1991 0.2 cm of textual records File contains documents pertaining to a proposed
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Scotia St. : ink on paper ; 38 x 21.5
cm and smaller

walkway on Scotia Street and an objection given by
Western Front to City Hall; includes correspondence with
the City of Vancouver and a project description document
from the City Treasurer & Collector.

HB.01.27 3-4 The Western
Front Society

[1973-1981] 2 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents on the incorporation of the
Western Front Society; includes auditor reports, copies of
lease agreements from 1974, agreements on use of
videotape, internal correspondence between owners,
by-laws, informational pamphlets.

HB.01.28 3-5 WF -
constitution
and by-laws

1974 9 p. of textual records ;
35.5 x 21.5 cm

File contains a copy of the Western Front Society
Constitution and by-laws from January 17, 1974.

HB.01.29 3-6 Perspective
friends of the
Society

[1973] 6 p. of textual records ;
35.5 x 21.5 and 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains guarantors of mortgage (Kate Metcalfe, K.
Trasov, V. Jones, R. Jones, Mr. H.L. Donaldson, Gary Bell,
Allan Clapp), janitors’ supplies sheet, and contacts from
the Vancouver Art Gallery Association.

HB.01.30 3-7 Knights of
Pythagorus

[1973] 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding the transfer of
ownership of the building from Knights of Pythagorus to
Western Front Society; includes CVs of Western Front
owners and historical information on Knights of
Pythagorus.

HB.01.31 3-8 City re-zoning
and
development

2011-2014 0.8 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documents pertaining to re-zoning the
Western Front as an artist-run centre; this includes
application, enquiry, presentation to council, meeting
minutes, rezoning information and notes.

HB.01.32 3-9 COV building
code upgrade

[2010-2016] 0.9 cm of textual records
: ink on paper  ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documents regarding pilot project to
upgrade Western Front in order to comply with new
building code requirements; this includes an outline of
renovation and upgrade plan, correspondence with the
City of Vancouver, meeting minutes, and the Mount
Pleasant Community Plan 2010.

HB.01.33 3-10 Rize [2010-2014] 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding community response
to Mount Pleasant Community Plan and rezoning
application submitted by Rize Alliance; includes
newspaper articles on Rize application and rezoning,
feedback form for application, Mount Pleasant
Community Plan 2010.

HB.01.34 3-11 Spaces &
Places

2010 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm +
1 v. (19 p.) of textual
records ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains bursary application forms and program for
Our Spaces, Our Places! Social Purpose Real Estate
Conference 2010. Attended by Hank Bull on behalf of
Western Front and Centre A.

HB.01.35 3-12 WF building
sale 2016

2016 0.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains records documenting the sale of Western
Front Building to Western Front Society; includes
assignment of contracts, licenses, permits and
warranties, history of capital improvements, legal
correspondence. In addition, file contains the assignment
of lease from Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Peter Bingham, Eric
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Metcalfe to Western Front Society.

HB.01.36 3-13 WF building
development &
ownership

2011-2016 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains records regarding transfer of ownership of
Western Front Building; includes meeting minutes,
research into property renovation requirements, internal
discussions on purpose of sale; Vancouver Sun from
January 2013 with article on B.C. property value.

HB.01.37 3-14 WF - owners’
accounts 2016

2016 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains financial records from 2016 including
budget, rent invoices, receipts for accounts including
property tax, hydro, insurance, facility services; records
are for building (both Western Front and EDAM Society);
budget and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter
Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glen Lewis, Eric
Metcalfe)

HB.01.38 4-1 WF - owners’
accounts 2015

2015 0.1 cm of textual
material : ink on paper ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains financial records from 2015 including
budget, rent invoices, notice of property assessment
hearing; records are for building (both Western Front and
EDAM Society); budget and rent invoices from Leopard
Realty (Peter Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glen
Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.39 4-2 WF - owners’
accounts 2014

2014 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2014 including
budget, rent invoices, assessments; records are for
building (both Western Front and EDAM Society); budget
and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham,
Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glen Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.40 4-3 Lease 2014 /
rent projection

2013-2014 0.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains pro-forma rent projections for EDAM Society
and Western Front Society, and a letter indicating
willingness to sell building to Western Front Society.

HB.01.41 4-4 WF - owners’
accounts 2013

2013 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains financial records from 2013 including
budget, rent invoices, property tax assessments; records
are for building (both Western Front and EDAM Society);
budget and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter
Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric
Metcalfe)

HB.01.42 4-5 WF - owners’
accounts 2012

2012 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2012 including
budget, rent invoices, property tax assessments; records
are for building (both Western Front and EDAM Society);
budget and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter
Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric
Metcalfe)

HB.01.43 4-6 WF - owners’
accounts 2011

2011 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2011 including
budget, rent invoices, lease agreements; rezoning
enquiry; loan; records are for building (both Western
Front and EDAM Society); budget and rent invoices from
Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison,
Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.44 4-7 WF - owners’
accounts 2010

2010 0.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2010 including
budget, rent invoices; records are for building (both
Western Front and EDAM Society); budget and rent
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invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham, Hank Bull,
Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.45 4-8 WF - owners’
accounts 2009

2009 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2009 including
budget, rent invoices, bank statements; records are for
building (both Western Front and EDAM Society); budget
and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham,
Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.46 4-9 WF - owners’
accounts 2008

2008 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2008 including
budget, rent invoices; records are for building (both
Western Front and EDAM Society); budget and rent
invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham, Hank Bull,
Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe)

HB.01.47 4-10 WF - owners’
accounts 2007

2007 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2007 including
budget, rent invoices, property assessment; records are
for building (both Western Front and EDAM Society);
budget and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter
Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric
Metcalfe)

HB.01.48 4-11 WF - owners’
accounts 2006

2006 0.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm +
1 compact disc

File contains financial records from 2006 including
budget, rent invoices; records are for building (both
Western Front and EDAM Society); budget and rent
invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter Bingham, Hank Bull,
Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe); CD labelled “WF
Owner Quicken Backup Oct. 18 ‘06”

HB.01.49 4-12 WF - owners’
business and
accounts
2003-2005

[2003-2005] 0.6 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains financial records from 2003-2005 including
budget, rent invoices, property assessment; records are
for building (both Western Front and EDAM Society);
budget and rent invoices from Leopard Realty (Peter
Bingham, Hank Bull, Jane Ellison, Glenn Lewis, Eric
Metcalfe); includes facilities and building maintenance
such as garbage collection and caulking.

HB.01.50 4-13 WF - owners’
land title

2011 4 p. of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains copies of land title registration applications
(2007, 2011).

HB.01.51 4-14 EDAM leases 2004, 2015,
2016

1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains EDAM Society leases (2016, 2015, 2004), CV
for Peter Bingham, EDAM Certificate of Incorporation,
Registered Charity Information Return

HB.01.52 4-15 WF lease 2004 2004 0.6 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm
+
3 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains 2004 lease between owners (Hank Bull, Jane
Ellison, Peter Bingham, Glenn Lewis, Eric Metcalfe) and
Western Front Society; Schedule "A" and "B"
architectural records showing premises of Western Front;
photographs of lease signing

HB.01.53 4-16 WF lease
negotiations

2003-2004 2.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains negotiations and draft process of 2004 lease
between owners and Western Front Society; materials
include e-mail correspondence, copies of lease
agreement, property assessment, operating expenses,
legal counsel.
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HB.01.54 4-17 WF
architectural
plans

[c. 2004] 0.5 cm of textual records
and architectural
drawing : ink on paper ;
28 x 43 cm and smaller

File contains floor plans and elevations for Western Front
Building, including renovation plans for unsuccessful
grant project.

HB.01.55 4-18 WF ownership
restructuring /
mortgage

[1998-2002] 1.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains internal correspondence about negotiating
ownership, including the sale of Michael Morris’ portion.
The financial records include monthly credit union
account statements for mortgage.

HB.01.56 4-19 WF planning,
retreats

[1995-2003] 2.9 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documentation of strategic planning
sessions, minutes from retreats; includes ongoing
considerations of mission statement, values, vision,
assessing current status, priorities and implementation.

HB.01.57 5-1 WF - owners’
accounts
1998-2005

1998-2005 2.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and smaller

File contains financial records including owners’ bank
statements, property assessment, account balance
sheets, bill receipts; includes newsclipping on property
value from Vancouver Sun January 2005.

HB.01.58 5-2 WF - discharge
of mortgage
and lease

[1994-2002] 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains records regarding employment standards
act and Caroline Flak. File also contains Kate Craig
discharge of mortgage and lease, as well as photocopy of
document naming Hank Bull executor and trustee of
Craig’s will.

HB.01.59 5-3 WF - building
refit project

[1994-2004] 3.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm
+
4 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.7 x 12.5 cm

File contains records regarding building renovation
project, including equipment, building committee
minutes, restoration concerns, research, city by-laws,
outline of 6-phase project with Birmingham & Wood
architects

HB.01.60 5-4 Peter Bingham
/ Leopard
Realty

[1996-2007] ,
2016

4 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains account statements and balance sheets for
loan to Peter Bingham from 2007 - 1998; includes many
receipts.

HB.01.61 5-5 WF - owners’
mortgage
#154930

2003-2008 1.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains bank statements and account information
for 1998 mortgage; includes handwritten note on top
page which breaks down the amount of mortgage with
G&F and split of shares.

HB.01.62 5-6 WF owners -
for Van
Bookkeeping

2005 1.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains bank statements, financial records and
reports, bill receipts from 2005, prepared with Vancouver
Bookkeeping Services, ltd.

HB.01.63 5-7 WF owners -
correspondenc
e, finances

1993-1997,
2004

0.6 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains copies of owners’ property, tax, finance
information; includes copy of lease agreement, account
statements, and 2004 property assessment.

HB.01.64 5-8 Owners’
documents -
Kate Craig

1994-1996 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35.5 x
21.5 cm and 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains documents from files of Kate Craig including
account statements, balance sheets, internal memos
regarding building finances and ownership.

HB.01.65 6-1 WF - building
appraisal

1981 1 v. (156 p.) of textual
and graphic material : ink
on paper spiral bound ;

File contains building appraisal by Fred Lee & Associates
from 1981, includes 14 photos of street views and
interior views of Western Front.
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28.5 x 21.5 cm

HB.01.66 6-2 Brew Creek
development

[1996-1998] 2.1 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm +
1 v. (ca. 60 p.) of textual
records : ink on paper ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains documents regarding development of
Southeast False Creek and community action in response;
includes background information on area, urban
sustainable development plans, news articles; volume
included titled “False Creek -- Past, Present, and Future:
An Anthology”; newsclippings from Georgia Straight and
Vancouver Sun.

HB.01.67 6-3 WF - board
minutes 2002

2002 0.4 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains Western Front Board of Directors meeting
minutes from 2002.

HB.01.68 6-4 WF - board
minutes 2001

2001 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains Western Front Board of Directors meeting
minutes from 2001.

HB.01.69 6-5 WF - board
minutes
2000-2001

2000-2001 0.6 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains Western Front Board of Directors meeting
minutes from 2000 and 2001 (May-December); includes
AGM June 2001.

HB.01.70 6-6 WF - board
minutes 1999

1999 1 cm of textual records :
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains Western Front Board of Directors meeting
minutes from 1999, and an informational brochure on
PAARC (Pacific Association of Artists Run Centres).

HB.01.71 6-7 WF - board
minutes
1997-1998

1997-1998 1.8 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains Western Front Board of Directors meeting
minutes from 1997 and 1998.

HB.01.72 6-8 WF staff [1995-2000] 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains various records related to staffing including
job descriptions, resignations, and resumes.

HB.01.73 6-9 WF - graphics [ca. 1998] 3 p. of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5

File contains photocopies of 3 images (b/w) of Western
Front logo designed by Hank Bull, printed on paper;
canvas size dimensions written on the back, signed.

HB.01.74 6-10 WF -
intercultural

[199-] 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documents by Hank Bull and researcher
Haruko Okano relating to cultural diversity and equity at
Western Front, including “Cross-Cultural Initiatives
Project for the Western Front 1991-1992” written by
Haruko Okano.

HB.01.75 6-11 WF - Xmas do
2000

2000 0.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains documents pertaining to annual Christmas
art and craft sale organized by Hank Bull; Friday,
December 1, 6-8pm, “Annual Cocktail Party and Art Sale”.

HB.01.76 6-12 Love / Wallace
dinner

2001 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and 26.5 x 18.5 cm

File contains documents pertaining to dinner in honour of
Keith Wallace & Karen Love, including a handwritten
letter from Keith Wallace dated Sept. 20, 2001.

HB.01.77 6-13 WF - vents 2003 0.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains drawings, photos and correspondence for
heritage reconstruction of roof vents, includes quotes
and 12 colour images of vents printed on paper.

HB.01.78 6-14 WF - 30th 2003 0.5 cm of textual records File contains correspondence from Western Front
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anniversary : ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

administration relating to planning of 30th anniversary
projects; includes essay “Electronic environments and
public spaces - The Future of the Future Museum” by
Randy Lee Cutler.

HB.01.79 6-15 WF book -
Whispered Art
History

1993 0.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains correspondence, images and ephemera
from Western Front programs 1973-1993. In addition, file
contains correspondence with Arsenal Pulp Press
regarding the book of Western Front history titles
“Whispered Art History” and a timeline for the twentieth
anniversary book; includes Al Neil concert poster, list of
public events 73-74, postcards, handbills and more.

HB.01.80 6-16 Department of
communication
s

1992-1993 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
and smaller

File contains documents from department of
communications, documents relating to Western Front
equipment plan, correspondence with Minister of
Communication, Western Front Three Year Media Plan;
newsclippings on copying of CDs and videos, and pilot
classroom tv project in the Arctic.

HB.01.81 6-17 Donors 1993 3 p. of textual records :
ink on paper : 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains three letters of appreciation to donors from
Western Front (Kate Craig).
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Series 2: Western Front Art Auctions

Dates:

1992-2015

Extent:

16 cm of textual records

107 photographs : col. prints and negatives ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller

Scope and Content:

Series contains documents from the Western Front annual art auctions, silent auctions and gala dinners. Files are

for the most part separated by year, and include auction catalogues listing artists and works, guest lists for the

events, and internal correspondence on planning. Programs for the evenings are included when available. The

auction acts as a fundraiser and a platform to support local and international interdisciplinary artists. The silent

auction includes local businesses from around the Western Front neighbourhood and community.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Original order of files was maintained, files were separated from original placement and physically housed next to

series 1, to show connection of Western Front administrative work to the specific function of organizing the annual

art auctions.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.02.01 7-1 WF Art Auction
2013

2013, 2015 0.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 21.5 x 35.5 cm
and smaller

File contains documents pertaining to Western Front
40th Anniversary Auction Gala - March 9, 2013; includes
catalogue of artworks, silent auction and auction lists,
descriptions of works. Catalogue for 42nd Anniversary &
Gala Dinner (Feb. 28, 2015) also included.

HB.02.02 7-2 WF Art Auction
2012

2012 0.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper : 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains catalogue for “Let There Be Light” - 39th
anniversary gala dinner and auction, master table list
with guest names and schedule for the evening.
Catalogue includes list of artworks.

HB.02.03 7-3 WF Art Auction
2007-2011

2007-2011 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains guest lists, catalogues with programs and art
auction details for gala dinners and auctions from 2006 to
2011. Includes contact lists for artists and performers.
2011 - 38th annual; 2010 - “The New Deal” 37th annual;
2009 “Stimulus Package - Art Outperforms Stocks” 36th
annual; 2008 “The Life Aquatic” 35th annual; 2007 “Gold
Rush” 34th annual.

HB.02.04 7-4 WF Art Auction 2004-2006 1 cm of textual and File contains documents associated with 31st, 32nd, and
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2004-2006 graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

33rd (“Merzbau”) anniversary gala dinner and auctions;
includes guest, artist and performer lists, schedules,
internal correspondence, and programs / catalogues.

HB.02.05 7-5 WF Art Auction
2003

2002-2003 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains auction catalogues and guest lists from the
30th anniversary gala auction and dinner (March 8,
2003); includes internal correspondence, bidding forms,
fundraising meeting minutes.

HB.02.06 7-6 WF Art Auction
2002

2001-2002 0.8 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains auction catalogues and guest lists from the
29th anniversary gala auction and dinner (March 9,
2002); includes internal correspondence, fundraising
meeting minutes.

HB.02.07 7-7 WF Art Auction
2001

2000-2001 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains auction catalogues and guest lists from the
28th anniversary gala auction and dinner (March 10,
2001); includes internal correspondence, fundraising
meeting minutes.

HB.02.08 7-8 WF Art Auction
1999-2000

1999-2000 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains auction catalogues and guest lists from the
27th and 26th anniversary gala auctions and dinners
(March 18, 2000 and March 13, 1999); includes internal
correspondence, fundraising meeting minutes, seating
plans, master artist lists. File includes two programs for
Canadian Society for Asian Arts 30th anniversary gala
(Oct. 23, 1999).

HB.02.09 7-9 WF Art Auction
1997-1998

1996-1998 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains auction catalogues and guest lists from 24th
and 25th anniversary gala auctions and dinners
1997/1998; includes internal correspondence,
fundraising meeting minutes, information on artists and
artworks; includes a catalogue for 1996 and 1995
auction, as well as Contemporary Art Gallery 10th annual
benefit.

HB.02.10 8-1 WF Art Auction
1992-1996

1992-1996 2.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains auction catalogues, guest lists and schedules
for gala auctions and dinners from 1992-1996; includes
internal correspondence, artist CVs (e.g. Jeanette Lee,
Teresa Marshall), fundraising meeting minutes.

HB.02.11 18-6 After Hours
Auction ‘03

2003 55 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from the art auction and gala
dinner March 8, 2003.

HB.02.12 18-13 Western Front
Art Auction
1995

1995 52 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains photographs from the art auction and gala
dinner 1995; photographs by Valerie Ulyett.
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Series 3: Infermental

Dates:

[1984-1994]

Extent:

15 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

1 print : col. ; 45 x 60.5 cm (frame)

app. 30 videos : col. Umatic cassette ; ¾”

Scope and Content:

Series contains material related to Infermental video exchange project from ca. 1983. Infermental was a project

started by Hungarian filmmaker Gabor Bote and his wife Verushka. They developed the concept of a magazine on

videotape; originally inspired by sending tapes through the mail to get past the Iron Curtain in order to facilitate

communication about art, they later expanded the project with international collaborators. Each edition of the

magazine, which would feature groundbreaking movements in video art, would be produced in a different city with

a new team of editors.

Hank Bull met Gabor and Verushka in 1983 while touring WF’s Shadowplay show, which eventually led to HB and

Western Front organizing and curating the Vancouver edition of Infermental in 1983. HB’s major artistic

contribution to the project was “Cross-Cultural Television”, where he invited collaborators from around the world to

record pieces of newscasts from their home countries. This project is the embodiment of horizontal collaboration,

or art as creative globalization, which HB pursued throughout his lifetime. Through “Cross-Cultural TV” HB was able

to expand the pan-European artistic network into realms it typically was not taken, through inclusions of

Indigenous, Asian, Indonesian, and Indian collaborations among others.

Infermental VI: The New World Edition was curated on a more collective scale than previous editions, as Western

Front used a juried selection process and paid commission to all artists involved.

In this series can be found administrative records regarding Infermental, as well as old catalogues, promotional

material, posters and other ephemera related to the project.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.03.01 8-2 HB legacy
finding aid (Box
7)

c. 2015 4 p. of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains legacy finding aid created by Hank Bull to
inventory his personal collection. This information was
used for his Connexion exhibition in 2015. Several titles
for files in this series were taken directly from the finding
aid. In HB’s original order, these files were located in box
#7.
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HB.03.02 8-3 Infermental
catalogues

1985-1991 8 v. of textual and
graphic material ; 29.5 x
20.5 cm and smaller

File contains Infermental editions 5, 6, 8, 9 and 10; “The
Image of Fiction Vienna” 1986, “The New World Edition”
(Western Front Video Vancouver), “The Tokyo Edition”
1988, “Herz Von Europa” Vienna 1989,
“Da-Zwischen-Hier” Osnabruck 1991; includes 3 copies of
Infermental VI.

HB.03.03 8-4 Image Forum
Festival 1988
catalogue

1988 1 v. (54 p.) of textual and
graphic material : glue
bound ; 25.5 x 18 cm

File contains catalogue/programme for Image Forum
Festival 1988 : Experimental Film/Video Tokyo; edited
and published by Image Forum.

HB.03.04 8-5 36th
Melbourne
Film Festival

1987 1 v. (92 p.) of textual and
graphic material : staple
bound ; 29.5 x 20.5 cm

File contains catalogue/programme for 36th Melbourne
Film Festival, June 5-14 1987.

HB.03.05 19-6 Pekan Film 1987 1 v. : 32.5 x 29.5 cm File contains Pekan Film Festival book in the shape of a
clap board; organizer Goto Prakosa's work is included in
Infermental VI; 24-31 August 1987.

HB.03.06 8-6 Infermental
correspondenc
e

1984-1990 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains correspondence re. Primarily Infermental VI:
New World Edition, though also includes discussions from
the following volumes; brochures in six languages as
outreach for submissions from artists; correspondence is
a mix of handwritten notes and postcards, faxes and
letters; includes original request from Vera for Kate and
Hank to organize Infermental VI.

HB.03.07 8-7 Infermental -
mailing lists

[1986-1987] 0.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains mailing lists for Infermental magazine.

HB.03.08 8-8 Infermental -
accounts /
receipts

1989-1990 2 cm of textual records :
mixed media ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains financial records pertaining to Infermental
project, including receipts, cheques, invoices, account
statements; original manila folders holding receipts
labelled with the year by Hank Bull are kept.

HB.03.09 8-9 Infermental -
accounts /
receipts (2)

1984-1988 2 cm of textual records :
mixed media ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains financial records pertaining to Infermental
project, including receipts, cheques, invoices, account
statements; original manila folders holding receipts
labelled with the year by Hank Bull are kept.

HB.03.10 8-10 Infermental -
printing,
posters

1986 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ;
+
15 photographs : b&w
and col. prints ; 10 x 15
cm

File contains information on poster printing, copy for
posters, images; raw text, layout by Hank Bull for
invitations, drawing by Hank Bull; colour photographs are
prints of those used for “Cross-Cultural TV”; invitation
layout is adhered to paper; brochures are CVs of artists
printed from Stadtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus,
Munchen - artists Gustav Hamos, Hervert Wentscher,
Dieter Froese, and Tomiyo Sasaki.

HB.03.11 9-1 Infermental -
ZKM

1990-1994 1.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains documents regarding acquisition of
Infermental media by ZKM (Zentrum fur Kunst und
Medien), Karlsruhe; brochure is from Infermental 9
“Heart of Europe”; much of the correspondence is
between Hank Bull and Dieter Daniels.

HB.03.12 9-2 IF.10 - New 1989 1.1 cm of textual and File contains essay “Radio As Art” by Hank Bull for Ars
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York graphic material : mixed
media ; 36 x 21.5 and
smaller

Electronica; meeting minutes for Infermental from Ars
Electronica in Linz, Austria and documents between
Infermental and Ars Electronica; catalogue is from
American Museum of the moving image (June 1 - August
31, 1989).

HB.03.13 9-3 Infermental -
posters

1988 14 posters : col. prints ;
59.5 x 43.5 cm and
smaller

File contains various posters for Infermental, European
Media Network, Pnton Media.

HB.03.14 n/a Cross-Cultural
TV, Infermental
1986

1986 1 print : col. ; 45 x 60.5
cm (frame)

Item is the original layout for a postcard, using images
from the exhibition piece Cross-cultural TV by Hank Bull,
as part of Infermental project ; shows images from
television newscasts around the world.

HB.03.15 19-1 Cross-Cultural
TV postcards

1987 3 postcards : col. prints ;
10 x 15 cm

File contains three copies of “Cross-cultural TV” postcard,
using images from the exhibition piece Cross-cultural TV
by Hank Bull, as part of Infermental project ; shows
images from television newscasts around the world.

HB.03.16 n/a Infermental 4 -
Frigo

1985 1 poster : col. print ; 30 x
40 cm

Item is poster for Frigo edition of Infermental from 1985.

HB.03.17 n/a International
Video Art -
Infermental 5

ca. 1985-1986 1 poster : col. print  ;
41.5 x 61 cm

Item is poster for Infermental 5: The First International
Magazine on Videocassettes.

HB.03.18 n/a Telecom rushes
1991-92

1991-1992 2 boxes of videos : col.
Umatic ; ¾” and ½”

File contains original raw footage from Telecom
1991-1992; videos are performance documentation and
unedited raw footage. Telecom was an international
exchange of videotape projects.

HB.03.19 n/a Infermental -
Cross-cultural
images

1986 10 videos (app. 10 hrs.) :
col. Umatic ; ¾”

File contains ten videotapes of raw footage recorded
from television programs around the world, clips used for
Cross-Cultural TV project (part of Infermental) 1986.

HB.03.20 n/a Infermental
Info Service -
Seattle

1990 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is performance documentation from Hank Bull’s
Seattle residency, "Infermental Info Service".
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Series 4: Vancouver Artists’ League (VAL)

Dates:

[1983-1986]

Extent:

7 cm of textual and graphic material

1 video : col. Hi-8

Scope and Content:

Series contains materials pertaining to the establishment and operations of the Vancouver Artists’ League. VAL was

established in response to the upcoming Expo ‘86 in Vancouver as a movement of resistance solidarity against the

economic climate of the ‘80s. VAL was composed of a consortium of artist-run centres who organized the Strategies

for Survival conference as their major project. The establishment of VAL also coincided with the opening of the new

Vancouver Art Gallery in 1983; Dainah Agaitis, Hank Bull and others curated and partook in the October Show as an

alternative to the commercialization of art. A result of the October Show and VAL Strategies for Survival conference

was the founding of PAARC, the Pacific Association of Artist Run Centres.

Materials included are conference documentation, correspondence, promotional material, manifestos, and a video

piece by Hank Bull from the October Show.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Information for Scope and Content from interview and conversations with Hank Bull January - March 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.04.01 9-4 Vancouver
Artists’ League
(VAL) ‘84/’85
(1)

1984-1986 1.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains Vancouver Artists' League meeting minutes,
press, projects. Documents from Western Front
requesting inclusion in the League. File Includes
Vancouver Artists’ League 1986 Centennial Project
booklet and newsclippings from Solidarity Times (Nov. 9,
1983) and The Province (Feb. 13, 1985).

HB.04.02 9-5 Vancouver
Artists’ League
(VAL) ‘84/’85
(2)

1984-1986 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains organizational documentation regarding VAL
and relationship with Vancouver Art Gallery; includes
constitution and by-laws of Vancouver Artists’ League,
VAL candidates for trustees of Vancouver Art Gallery,
minutes from 53rd AGM of Vancouver Art Gallery
Association, VAG Annual Report 1984, VAL newsletter,
“Vancouver the Place, Vancouver the People” sponsored
by VAL.

HB.04.03 9-6 Vancouver
Artists’ League

1986 2 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5

File contains conference administration and papers,
produced by Vancouver Artists' League, for a conference
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‘86 - Strategies
for Survival

cm and smaller held at the Commodore during Expo '86. Presentations
by artists from Guatemala, Japan, Poland, Germany, USA,
Canada, etc. Includes folder from Strategies for Survival
conference, Survey of Alternative Spaces report.

HB.04.04 9-7 Vancouver
Artists’ League
- Strategies for
Survival
Delegates
Package

1986 File contains conference materials given to delegates for
Strategies for Survival conference; includes information
on speakers and presentations.

HB.04.05 n/a Cheekeye-Duns
muir Line

1983 1 video : col. Hi-8 Item is an installation video piece by Hank Bull for
October Show.
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Series 5: The MacBooty Brothers / Duster

Dates:

[1987-88], 2003

Extent:

3 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

5 videos : col. VHS and Mini-DV ; ½” and ¼”

Scope and Content:

Series contains scripts and promotional material of The MacBooty Brothers, a performance art partnership

between Hank Bull and Eric Metcalfe. Materials include scripts, posters and storyboards for the film Duster, a

selection from among many video collaborations between Bull and Metcalfe, which featured indigenous artists.

The two toured throughout Canada performing as The MacBooty Brothers, and were filmed by Mao Kawaguchi

while taking part in Documenta festival.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.05.01 9-8 Wild West -
MacBooty -
scripts and
posters

1987 1.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 41 x 29 cm and
smaller
+
11 photographs : b&w
prints ; 17 x 12.5 cm

File contains documentation and promotional material of
the MacBooty Brothers at Documenta and a European
tour through Paris and London; includes original printed
posters and scripts for cabaret performance at
Documenta as well as Vancouver Co-op radio, Banff.
Includes catalogue for Documenta 8, “Snowball Projekt”
at Cafe New York, featuring Alain Gibertie/Bernard
Froidefond, Hank Bull/Eric Metcalfe, and Jean-Claude
St-Hilaire/Richard Martel. File contains photographs of
MacBooty Brothers performances and script for
MacBooty Wildwest Kabarett for Documenta 8 (June 8,
1987).

HB.05.02 9-9 The MacBooty
Brothers - Tales
of the Old West
#7: The Crystal
Virus Mystery

1988 1.8 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains nine copies of script for radio performance
at Banff Centre; “The MacBooty Brothers in Tales of the
Old West Episode #7: The Crystal Virus Mystery”. First
performed on RADIA 89.9 Banff, Jan. 22-23, 1988.

HB.05.03 9-10 The MacBooty
Brothers -
postcards

[ca. 1990] 3 postcards : col. prints ;
15.5 x 10.2 cm

File contains three postcards of Hank Bull and Eric
Metcalfe as The MacBooty Brothers.
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Series 6: Art’s Birthday 1990s

Dates:

1990-1999

Extent:

33.5 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

Scope and Content:

Series contains artwork and other materials from annual Art’s Birthday events from the 1990s.

Art’s Birthday was an event conceived by Robert Filliou in 1963, who determined that 1963 was the 1,000,000th

anniversary since the birth of art. He proposed a national holiday in Achen, Germany where he was invited to

perform. The idea was revisited in 1973 (1,000,010th anniversary), where its tradition as an annual event every

January 17th began. After the noted Decca Dance in 1974, the celebration began to take on a tone of protest

against lack of funding and recognition for the arts, and was celebrated as an act of cohesion and promotion for

artist-run centres around the world.

Over time, Art’s Birthday began incorporating new technologies such as fax, slowscan and videophone to develop a

telecommunications network, and became a net art event, much the same way as it is celebrated to this day.

This series documents Art’s Birthday throughout the 1990s at Western Front, coordinated in large part by Hank

Bull. The majority of art exchange took place over fax. Series includes documentation of the 1991 Video Telecom

event, which transformed into a Gulf War protest.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.06.01 10-1 HB legacy
finding aid (Box
13)

[c. 2015] 6 p. of textual records ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains legacy finding aid created by Hank Bull to
inventory his personal collection. This information was
used for his Connexion exhibition in 2015. Several titles
for files in this series were taken directly from the finding
aid. In HB’s original order, these files were located in box
#13.

HB.06.02 10-2 Art’s Birthday
1999-2001

1999-2001 0.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 33 x 15.2 cm and
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains press material for 24 hours of Radio Art on
CiTR 101.9FM (January 17, 2000) including newsclippings,
script and cue sheet for HP Breakfast Show, photocopies
of event posters.

HB.06.03 10-3 Art’s Birthday
1996-1998

1996-1998 0.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 32.5 x 21.5 cm

File contains materials from "C'est Yous Les Jours Robert"
symposium on Robert Filliou (Dec 3 1997 - March 28
1998), fax art from anniversary celebrations 1996-1998,
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and smaller information on performance “Cinefrac” by Hank Bull in
Perigeux (January 17 1998); several of the items are in
French.

HB.06.04 10-4 Art’s Birthday
1997
(Toulouse)

1997 0.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 34.5 x 21.5 and
smaller

File contains correspondence, fax art, promotional
materials regarding 1,000,034th anniversary of art in
Toulouse, including the "Rencontre avec Robert Filliou"
colloquium; Palais des Arts in Toulouse, France.

HB.06.05 10-5 Petits Banquets
Telepathiques
(Montagne
Froid)

1997 1 v. of textual and
graphic material :
unbound ; 29.5 x 21 cm

File contains edition of photocopies documenting
international fax exchange for 1,000,034th birthday of art
(Toulouse); produced by Montagne Froid.

HB.06.06 10-6 Art’s Birthday
Tokyo (1995)

1995 0.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains correspondence, fax art exchange, list of fax
numbers and contacts for Art’s Birthday Tokyo 1995.

HB.06.07 10-7 Imagining
Network

1994 0.2 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 32 x 21.5 and 28
x 21.5 cm

File contains fax art exchange and submissions call-out
for Art’s Birthday 1994 at the Western Front -
“Imag(in)ing Network”. Featuring Tetsuo Kogawa, Roy
Kiyooka and others.

HB.06.08 10-8 Art’s Birthday
1994 - Sauve,
France (1)

1994 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 31 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains fax art exchange, correspondence, press
materials regarding 1,000,031st birthday of art organized
by Alain Gibertie in Sauve, France.

HB.06.09 10-9 Art’s Birthday
1994 - Sauve,
France (2)

1994 2 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 45 x 32 cm and
smaller

File contains fax art exchange, correspondence, press
materials re. 1,000,031st birthday of art organized by
Alain Gibertie in Sauve, France. In addiation, file contains
two bound booklets produced by Alain Gibertie,
newsclippings from Lubie - Le Journal culturel.

HB.06.10 10-10 Art’s Birthday
1994 - Sauve
Fax Art Book
(Alain Gibertie)

1994 1 v. of textual and
graphic material : spiral
bound ; 29.5 x 21 cm

File contains fax art book produced by Alain Gibertie for
Art's Birthday in Sauve, France; includes fax art, publicity,
press, as well as two colour photographs of Anne-Marie
Hui Bon Hoa & Alain Gibertie.

HB.06.11 10-11 Telecom info
1994

1994 2 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains fax art, administration, correspondence,
project descriptions and press, including brochures and
other promotional material. All projects pertain to
Telecom 1994. See legacy finding aid (HB.06.01) for list of
projects.

HB.06.12 11-1 Art + Telecom
ondes

1993 0.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains information on various centres involved in
network communications art, including press material
and other ephemera; programs included TV-LTL,
Handshake, ISEA '94, Megaliths & Office Machines and
others.

HB.06.13 11-2 Telecom info
1993

1993 1.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains information on and correspondence
between HB and various centres involved in network
communications art including brochures, handbills and
other ephemera. Centres include Villa, Cafe Eletronico,
Transit, Magneto and others.
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HB.06.14 11-3 Telecom Rio
1993

1993 0.2 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains videophone and fax art exchange between
Vancouver and Rio de Janiero, including correspondence
between Cafe Electronic and Hank Bull.

HB.06.15 11-4 Art’s Birthday
1993 - faxes

1993 0.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains fax art exchange and promotional material
for Art's Birthday 1993; includes schedule of events.

HB.06.16 11-5 IFTA
(International
Festival of
Telecommunica
tions Art)

1992-1993 0.9 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm

File contains administration, publicity, newsclippings, fax
art exchange and correspondence regarding IFTA. IFTA
included "Telonia" event conceived by Roy Ascott and
produced by V2, Amsterdam, "The Next Five Minutes"
conference, Amsterdam, "Piazza Virtuale".

HB.06.17 11-6 Art’s Birthday
1992 - faxes

1992 1.8 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains fax art exchange from Art’s Birthday 1992;
includes “Crash Bang Teuf Teuf” and others.

HB.06.18 11-7 Art’s Birthday
1992 - faxes (2)

1992 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains promotional material, fax art exchange and
administrations from Art's Birthday 1992; includes “Fake
News”, Matthaes Fuchs and others.

HB.06.19 11-8 Art’s Birthday
1992 (1)

1992 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains documents and art pertaining to Art's
Birthday 1992; includes newsletters, fax numbers/contact
lists, event schedule. Includes “Whispered Art History” by
Robert Filliou. File contains catalog Transmit - Visual
Telephone Directory from Carolyn Sperancza (Whatever it
Is Productions), and Foreground newsletter out of Regina.

HB.06.20 11-9 Art’s Birthday
1992 (2)

1992 0.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper and fax ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller
+
1 poster : col. print ; 45.5
x 61 cm

File contains documents and fax art exchange pertaining
to Art's Birthday 1992; includes fax numbers and contact
lists, event schedule, poster. Art includes “New World
Order” and others.

HB.06.21 11-10 IFTA - Canada
Council

1992-1993 0.7 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains grant application and report; grant was
designed to support research and two week
"International Festival of Telecommunications Art". File
contains correspondence between Hank Bull and the
Canada Council for the Arts.

HB.06.22 11-11 IFTA - e-mail
correspondenc
e

1991 0.8 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains copies of electronic mail sent using I.P. Sharp
network (pre-internet) regarding organization of
telecommunications events.

HB.06.23 12-1 IFTA
Administration

1991 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains administrative documents pertaining to the
International Festival of Telecommunications Art 1991,
including correspondence and fax art. File contains bound
development report by Kenneth O'Heskin for Desktop
Video Controller.
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HB.06.24 12-2 Telecom ‘91
Art’s Birthday -
fax copies

1991 2 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper and fax ; 28 x 21.5
cm
+
42 photographs : b&w
prints ; 11 x 16.5 cm

File contains photocopies of fax art exchange from Art’s
Birthday 1991.

HB.06.25 12-3 IFTA Art’s
Birthday 1991 -
“Text Bombs
and Videotape”

1991 1.2 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains original fax art and handwritten cue cards
for videophone from Art's Birthday 1991, which
transformed into “Text Bombs and Videotape” project
protesting war in Iraq, March 1991.

HB.06.26 12-4 E-mail
correspondenc
e - “Text Bombs
and Videotape”

1991 0.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm
+
3 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.7 x 12.5 cm

File contains pre-internet e-mail exchange re. March '91
Text Bombs and Videotape, includes three colour
photographs of event.

HB.06.27 12-5 Art’s Birthday
1990

1990 0.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains fax art exchange, correspondence,
promotional material and ephemera related to Art’s
Birthday 1990. Videophone and fax exchange between
Vancouver and Nantes, France.
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Series 7: Robert and Marcelline Filliou

Dates:

[1992-1999]

Extent:

9.5 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

53 photographs : col. print and negatives ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller

1 video : col. Umatic cassette ; ¾”

Scope and Content:

Series contains documents related to the works and influence of artist Robert Filliou. Filliou was a French artist,

poet, and philosopher loosely associated with the Fluxus community in the 1960s and 1970s. He is notable, among

other projects, for founding the tradition of Art’s Birthday in 1963 as part of a performance in Achen, Germany.

Filliou was dedicated to the idea of the “eternal network”, the integration of life and art, and connecting artists

through networked centres. He also believed in the principle of equivalence with regard to art, believing that all art

is equal and all art has value, and that the concept of expertise and hierarchies were defunct.

Filliou’s theoretical concepts had tremendous influence on the work of Hank Bull and that of Western Front Society,

which was strengthened through collaboration. Filliou worked closely with Kate Craig to make a series of

videotapes for the Western Front; after his death, Hank Bull continued to communicate and work with Filliou’s

daughter Marcelline in France.

The series contains files relating to Robert Filliou’s video work with the Front and Bull’s video collaboration and

correspondence with Marcelline.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.07.01 12-6 R. Filliou -
1997-1999 (1)

1997-1999 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller
+
2 v.  textual and graphic
material ; 30 x 21 cm

File contains information regarding artist Robert Filliou
and correspondence between Hank Bull and Filliou
family; "Robert Filliou: From Political to Poetical
Economy"; two catalogues from Filliou symposium in
France - “C’est Tous les Jours Robert”. File contains
material in French.

HB.07.02 12-7 R. Filliou -
1997-1999 (2)

1997-1999 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains information regarding artist Robert Filliou
and correspondence between Hank Bull and the Filliou
family; includes fax art exchange and planning for Filliou
video documentation project.
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HB.07.03 12-8 R. Filliou - The
WF Tapes (1)

[1992-1997] 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller
+
1 photograph : col. print ;
10 x 15 cm

File contains correspondence, information,
documentation and ephemera regarding Robert Filliou
and various undertakings with videotape projects and
custodial history of his work and influence on Western
Front Society, including curatorial projects and "Robert
Filliou: From Political to Poetical Economy"; includes
interview transcriptions with Kate Craig, essays on Fluxus,
as well as three copies of programme from “Visions of
the World” video seminar featuring Robert Filliou and
others, 1995. File also contains correspondence with the
National Gallery of Canada regarding deposit of artist
videotapes. Poster is from National Gallery of Canada
“The First Generation: Women and Video, 1970-75”.

HB.07.04 13-1 R. Filliou - The
WF Tapes (2)

[1992-1997] 2 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

[See HB.07.03]

HB.07.05 13-2 R. Filliou - The
WF Tapes (3)

[1992-1997] 1.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 29.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

[See HB.07.03]

HB.07.06 13-3 M. Filliou - Un
Petit Film

1998-1999 0.6 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller +
5 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 14 cm

File contains correspondence between Hank Bull and
Marcelline Filliou, regarding “un petit fil...m”, a video
collaboration between the two. Includes 5 video stills
from the film, synopsis of the film, and editing notes.

HB.07.07 17-21 Filliou -
opening UBC
Jan. 96

1996 53 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains images of artworks and photos of Winnipeg.

HB.07.08 n/a Marcelline
Filliou and
Hank Bull - un
petit film

1998 1 video : col. Umatic
cassette ; ¾”

Item is a collaborative film by Hank Bull and Marcelline
Filliou completed while HB was doing a residency in
France.
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Series 8: Jiangnan

Dates:

1997-1999

Extent:

27 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

11 v. of textual and graphic material ; 30.5 x 23 cm and smaller

585 photographs : col. negatives and prints ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller , 35 mm

Scope and Content:

Series contains documents pertaining to the Jiangnan project coordinated by Hank Bull in 1998. Includes

catalogues, promotional material, artist CVs, administration and correspondence.

Jiangnan was conceived by Hank Bull after several research trips to China and elsewhere in Asia in the 1990s. It

involved exhibitions of artists from the Jiangnan province in thirteen galleries throughout Vancouver, including

Vancouver Art Gallery and the Western Front. Additionally, Bull organized an international conference to attend in

tandem with the exhibitions, featuring a lecture series. Jiangnan was hugely successful and helped foster

communication between Canadian and Chinese artists and traditions. As a result of the project, HB was able to

help found Centre A, an international non-profit art gallery for contemporary Asian art, in 1999.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.08.01 13-4 HB legacy
finding aid (Box
12)

c. 2015 1 p. of textual records ;
28 x 21.5 cm

File contains legacy finding aid created by Hank Bull to
inventory his personal collection. This information was
used for his Connexion exhibition in 2015. Several titles
for files in this series were taken directly from the finding
aid. In HB’s original order, these files were located in box
#12.

HB.08.02 13-5 Jiangnan -
Modern and
Contemporary
Art from South
of the Yangzi
River -
Catalogue

1998 1 v. (88 p.) of textual and
graphic material ; 31.5 x
22.5 cm

File contains full catalogue for Jiangnan, published by
Annie Wong Art Foundation and Western Front Society.
Includes list of galleries and artists, foreword by Annie
Wong and “Fish and Rice” by Hank Bull. Also contains
digitized documentation of artworks. Translations of all
pages in English and Chinese.

HB.08.03 13-6 Jiangnan -
programmes

1998 1.7 cm of textual and
graphic material ; 21.5 x
14 cm and smaller

File contains programmes for four different Jiangnan
events; brochure of all Exhibition Openings (9 copies),
brochure for free lecture and discussion series (3 copies),
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International Symposium programme at Emily Carr April
24-26 1998 (6 copies), Jiangnan Symposium April 24 and
25 1998 (7 copies).

HB.08.04 13-7 Jiangnan -
fundraising

1997-1998 1.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 30 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains correspondence regarding raising funds for
Jiangnan project; includes grant information and booklet
detailing Jiangnan events and levels of sponsorships with
their attendant benefits.

HB.08.05 13-8 Jiangnan -
budgets

1997-1998 0.4 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 35 x 21
cm and smaller

File contains operating budgets and expenses for
Jiangnan Project.

HB.08.06 13-9 Jiangnan -
accommodatio
ns and travel

1998 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm
+
2 photographs : col. print
; 14 x 11 cm

File contains documents regarding travel expenses and
planning for Jiangnan participants; includes two
photographs of Hank Bull and other artists involved.

HB.08.07 13-10 Jiangnan -
correspondenc
e (China)

1998-1999 1.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains correspondence re. Jiangnan project in
Vancouver; includes handwritten letters, postcards, faxes,
information on Jiangnan project and grants.

HB.08.08 14-1 Jiangnan
documents -
China (1)

1997-1998 1.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains documents pertaining to Jiangnan Project;
includes promotional handbills for Jiangnan artists,
catalogues, programmes for various exhibitions and
series, newsclippings, media releases, background of
asian art and Jiangnan, proposals. Article from Chinese
newspaper Ming Pao news.

HB.08.09 14-2 Jiangnan
documents -
China (2)

1997-1998 2 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains documents pertaining to Jiangnan Project;
includes promotional handbills for Jiangnan artists,
catalogues, programmes for various exhibitions and
series, newsclippings, background of asian art and
Jiangnan, proposals. File contains layouts of participating
galleries and press releases.

HB.08.10 14-3 Jiangnan -
graphics

1998 1.1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains photocopies of logo and graphic designs for
Jiangnan, including layouts of Chinese characters for title
and artists names, as well as other “doodles” by Hank
Bull for logo design. File contains several documents in
Chinese.

HB.08.11 14-4 Jiangnan
promotion -
advertising,
audience
development

1998 1.8 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding publications with
Jiangnan features, correspondence regarding advertising
and audience development; includes planning for
newspaper ads, CBC, etc. Vancouver Sun articles from
March / April 1998 included.

HB.08.12 14-5 Chinese
Cultural Centre
(CCC) Circle -
lecture series

1993 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding Chinese Cultural
Centre Lecture and Discussion series; includes expenses,
talk outlines, grant applications; April 24-25 1998. File
includes documents in Chinese and detailed outlines of
lectures from the speakers themselves.
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HB.08.13 14-6 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Access

1998 0.6 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm
+
3 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm

File contains documents regarding Jiangnan exhibition at
Access gallery; includes 2 catalog booklets with
Chinese/English descriptions of pieces, 4 photographs of
Hank Bull with artists, planning documents, and expenses
with gallery including hardware.

HB.08.14 14-7 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Belkin

1997-1998 1 cm of textual records :
ink on paper ; 35.5 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding Jiangnan exhibition at
Morris and Helen Belkin Art Gallery; includes proposal,
estimates, insurance, correspondence with gallery and
artists, spatial planning. Featuring Gu Wenda and others.

HB.08.15 14-8 Jiangnan
exhibition -
CAG

1997 5 p. of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains correspondence with Chen Yan Yin regarding
space planning for art exhibition; includes Shanghai
gallery write-up pertaining to her works. Contents are
written in Chinese.

HB.08.16 14-9 Jiangnan
exhibition - Art
Beatus

1997 0.5 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains information regarding artists involved in
Jiangnan exhibition at Art Beatus, featuring Jian-Jun
Zhang, Shen Yuan, Huang Yong Ping, Lin Yan and others.

HB.08.17 14-10 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Chinese
Cultural Centre

1998 4 p. of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains 4 copies of an invitation to the opening
reception of East West Gallery exhibition - "The Art of
Chan Fun-Tze and Johnson Chow" from April 18-May 10,
1998.

HB.08.18 14-11 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Western Front

1998 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains correspondence and documents regarding
Jiangnan artists’ residencies and exhibition at Western
Front, featuring Hu Jie Ming and Xia Wei.

HB.08.19 14-12 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Catriona

c. 1998 2 p. of textual records :
fax ; 28 x 21.5 cm

File contains CV of Ken Lum for Catriona Jeffries Gallery.

HB.08.20 14-13 Jiangnan
exhibition -
grunt

1998 0.4 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller
+
2 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm

File contains correspondence with and information
regarding artists involved in the  Jiangnan exhibition at
grunt gallery, featuring Shi Yong and Paul Wong; includes
2 photographs from exhibition.

HB.08.21 15-1 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Charles H. Scott

1998 1.7 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller +
35 photographs : col.
print ; 8.5 x 12.5 cm

File contains correspondence and information regarding
artists involved in Jiangnan exhibition at Charles H. Scott
Gallery; includes packets of photographs of works by
Liang Shaoji, Ding Yi and Sheng Tian Zheng.

HB.08.22 15-2 Jiangnan
exhibition -
Presentation
House

1999 1 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 35.5 x 21.5 cm
and smaller

File contains correspondence and information regarding
artists involved in Jiangnan exhibition at Presentation
House, featuring Zhou Tiehai and Geng Jianyi; includes
media release and promotional material.

HB.08.23 15-3 Jiangnan
exhibition -
VAG

1998 0.3 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains information regarding Jiangnan exhibition at
Vancouver Art Gallery featuring Pan Tianshou.
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HB.08.24 15-4 Jiangnan
symposium (1)

1998 1.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 31 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding Jiangnan symposium;
includes thank you letters to participants,
correspondence, applications, registration information,
contact lists, general speaker information.

HB.08.25 15-5 Jiangnan
symposium (2)

1998 1.2 cm of textual records
: ink on paper ; 31 x 21.5
cm and smaller

File contains documents regarding Jiangnan symposium;
includes thank you letters to participants,
correspondence, applications, registration information,
contact lists, expenses, and general speaker information.

HB.08.26 15-6 Jiangnan -
press

ca. 1999 1.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 34 x 22 cm and
smaller

File contains press material for Jiangnan From South of
the Yangzi River, primarily news articles from Vancouver
Sun, Globe and Mail and others.

HB.08.27 15-7 Jiangnan in
Front Magazine
(March/April
‘98)

1998 1 v. (41 p.) of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 26.5 x 21 cm

Item is issue of front magazine from March and April
1998, includes feature on Jiangnan exhibition.

HB.08.28 15-8 Jiangnan in
Chinese Art
News (Vol. 4
1998)

1998 1 v. of textual and
graphic material : glue
bound ; 28 x 21 cm

Item is issue of Chinese Art News from 1998; magazine is
in Chinese.

HB.08.29 15-9 Jiangnan in ART
Asia Pacific
(issue 20)

1998 1 v. (96 p.) of textual and
graphic material : glue
bound ; 26.5 x 24.5 cm

Item is issue 20 of ART Asia Pacific magazine from 1998,
includes article and promotion of Jiangnan.

HB.08.30 15-10 Jiangnan in
International
Contemporary
Art (Sep. - Nov.
1998)

1998 1 v. (52 p.) of textual and
graphic material : staple
bound ; 28 x 22 cm

Item is issue #59 of International Contemporary Art
magazine.

HB.08.31 15-11 Jiangnan in
Canadian Art
(Summer/Sprin
g 1998)

1998 2 v. (200 p.) of textual
and graphic material :
staple bound ; 27.5 x
20.5 cm

File contains 2 issues of Canadian Art magazine, spring
and summer 1998, including feature on Jiangnan by
Peggy Gale.

HB.08.32 15-12 Jiangnan in
Border
Crossings (Issue
67)

1998 1 v. (76 p.) of textual and
graphic material : staple
bound ; 27.5 x 21 cm

Item is issue no. 67 of Border Crossings magazine.

HB.08.33 15-13 Jiangnan in des
Vie Arts

1998 1 v. (80 p.) of textual and
graphic material : glue
bound ; 28 x 21.5 cm

Item is issues of des vie Arts magazine from 1998,
includes feature on Jiangnan by Todd Davis and feature
on Chen Yan Yin.

HB.08.34 15-14 Jiangnan in
Asian Art News
(July/Aug.
1998)

1998 1 v. (96 p.) of textual and
graphic material : glue
bound ; 28.5 x 21 cm

Item is volume 8, number 4 of Asian Art News magazine,
including “Transcending Stereotypes” article on Jiangnan
by Pamela Kember.

HB.08.35 15-15 Jiangnan in Mix
(Summer 1998)

1998 1 v. (64 p.) of textual and
graphic material : staple
bound ; 30.5 x 23 cm

Item is summer 1998 issue of Mix magazine, including
article “Reading East to West”, a report on Jiangnan by
Alice Ming Wai.
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HB.08.36 17-3 Western Front
@ Pitt /
Jiangnan
conference
dinner

1998 37 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from Unit Pitt and a dinner for
Jiangnan April 1998.

HB.08.37 17-4 Jiangnan snaps
- March ‘98

1998 27 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs related to Jiangnan including
images of artworks, including Ding Yi, Zhou Tiehai, Yuk
Mean Lai.

HB.08.38 17-5 Jiangnan March
‘98 (1)

1998 47 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs related to Jiangnan including
installation, exhibition, people. Featuring Qu Xiong, Chen
Yan Yin.

HB.08.39 17-6 Jiangnan March
‘98 (2)

1998 26 photographs : col.
negatives ; 35 mm

File contains photographs related to Jiangnan including
installation, exhibition, people. Featuring Qu Xiong, Chen
Yan Yin.

HB.08.40 17-7 Jiangnan - Gu
Wenda - VAG
Apr. 21

1998 73 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of Gu Wenda at Vancouver Art
Gallery as part of Jiangnan project.

HB.08.41 17-8 Jiangnan
dinner with
Chen Yan Yin
and others

1998 31 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of dinner with Chen Yan Yin
and other artists featured in Jiangnan.

HB.08.42 17-9 Gu Wenda -
Sun Yat Sen
(Apr. 21)

1998 69 photographs : col.
negatives and more ; 35
mm

File contains photographs of Gu Wenda at Sun Yat Sen
garden in Vancouver, including two slides.

HB.08.43 17-10 Gu Wenda -
Wong
symposium

1998 63 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of Gu Wenda and others at the
Wong symposium as part of Jiangnan project.

HB.08.44 17-11 Jiangnan -
Wong
symposium (1)

1998 71 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from the Wong symposium,
part of the Jiangnan project.

HB.08.45 17-12 Jiangnan -
Wong
symposium (2)

1998 38 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from the Wong symposium,
part of the Jiangnan project, in addition to miscellaneous
family and group photographs.

HB.08.46 17-13 Jiangnan April
‘98 / Western
Front at Pitt

1998 38 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs pertaining to Jiangnan,
including Liang Shaoji Chinese Cultural Centre opening,
and Shi Yong at the airport.

HB.08.47 17-14 Pan Tianshou
and others

1998 43 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and smaller

File contains photographs of Pan Tianshou, participating
artist from Jiangnan, as well as images from Storm Bay.

HB.08.48 n/a Jiangnan
posters

1998 17 posters : col. prints ;
71 x 46 cm

File contains 17 copies of poster for Jiangnan: Modern
and Contemporary Art from South of the Yangzi River.
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Series 9: William S. Burroughs

Dates:

[1988-1991, 2001]

Extent:

9 cm of textual and graphic material : mixed media

99 photographs : col. prints ; 8.7 x 12.5 cm

7 videos : col. Hi-8 and Umatic cassette ; ¾”

Scope and Content:

Series contains correspondence, promotional material, art documentation of photographs related to William

Burroughs and his relationship with Hank Bull. The two first met in 1974, when Bull did a video recording of a

Burroughs reading in Vancouver, and then once again in Toronto during a radio play project of Bull’s. In the late

1980s, James Gauerholz, Burroughs’ business manager, reached out to Bull to put on an exhibition of Burroughs’

art and a series of poetry readings at the Western Front. As research, Bull spent time in Kansas cataloguing

Burroughs works. The success of this collaboration also resulted in subsequent shows in Toronto and Montreal.

This series contains material related to the aforementioned activities, including photo documentation of “Shotgun”

paintings, interviews and other promotional material. Included in the series are files regarding Brion Gysin, friend

and colleague of William Burroughs.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.09.01 16-1 Burroughs -
administration,
correspondenc
e

1988 0.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller
+
4 photographs : b&w
negatives ; 10 x 12.8 cm

File contains correspondence relating to Burroughs
exhibiting at Western Front, 1988, curated by Hank Bull;
includes "Observations on the paintings of William S.
Burroughs" (Hank Bull), receipts, 4 negatives of Hank Bull
originals, 5 postcards with art by Burroughs.

HB.09.02 16-2 Burroughs -
Lawrence trip

1988 0.3 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller
+
1 photograph : col. print ;
25 x 20 cm

File contains inventory by Hank Bull of Burroughs
paintings in Lawrence, Kansas; includes photocopy of
drawing by Burroughs, exhibition lists for Montreal and
Toronto, and a photograph of a Burroughs piece.

HB.09.03 16-3 Burroughs - 1989-1990 2.5 cm of textual and File contains documents relating to Burroughs exhibitions
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1989-90 graphic material : mixed
media ; 33.5 x 21 cm and
smaller
+
15 photographs : col.
negatives ; 35 mm

in Montreal (Oboro) and Toronto (Cold City Gallery);
includes correspondence with James Gauerholz,
promotional material, photocopies of works,
consignments lists, and negatives.

HB.09.04 16-4 Burroughs -
Montreal and
Toronto

1990 0.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 55.5 x 38.5 cm
and smaller

File contains promotions and exhibition material for
Burroughs exhibitions in Montreal and Toronto; includes
folder with "The Burroughs File: Biography, Bibliography,
Interviews, Book Reviews". Includes three posters for
shows at Cold City Gallery and the Convocation Hall at U
of T with Kathy Acker (April 25, 1989), and 9 handbills for
exhibition at Oboro in Montreal (April 22 - May 21, 1989).

HB.09.05 16-5 Burroughs -
1991-92

1991-1992 0.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains correspondence regarding William
Burroughs, includes newsclippings, as well as information
on acquisition of Brion Gysin drawings by Morris and
Helen Belkin Gallery at UBC. File includes Slate gallery
guide from March 1991.

HB.09.06 16-6 Burroughs -
press

1988 1.5 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 43 x 28 cm and
smaller

File contains various newspaper articles about Burroughs
and painting from Globe and Mail and more, poster for
Burroughs and Kathy Acker in Toronto, gallery guides,
photocopies of press material from various publications,
and several posters of varying sizes for "An Evening with
William S. Burroughs" featuring Judy Radul & Phaedra.

HB.09.07 16-7 Burroughs -
ephemera

[1991, 2001] 0.2 cm of textual and
graphic material : mixed
media ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller

File contains letter regarding loss of Burroughs artwork
"The Outhouse", Christmas cards, newsclippings and
Giorno Poetry Systems Catalogue #20 featuring
Burroughs on cover; correspondence and letters likely
from James Grauerholz.

HB.09.08 16-8 “How to Sell
Burroughs
Paintings” -
Hank Bull

1988 3 p. of textual records :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

Item is the essay "How to Sell Burroughs Paintings" by
Hank Bull, 1988.

HB.09.09 16-9 Brion Gysin ca. 1992 0.1 cm of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and
smaller
+
5 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.7 x 12.5 cm

File contains programmes, last will and testament,
historical background regarding Stella and Brion Gysin.

HB.09.10 17-22 Burroughs -
Shotgun
paintings

ca. 1988 28 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains photographs of William Burroughs, his
paintings and a shooting range.

HB.09.11 18-1 Burroughs
shooting

ca. 1988 71 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains photographs of William Burroughs, his
paintings and a shooting range.

HB.09.12 n/a William
Burroughs
readings,

1989-1990 6 videos : col. Hi-8 and
Umatic cassette ; ¾”

File contains documentation of Burroughs’ Ridge reading,
Western Front exhibition and Toronto reading.
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exhibition and
interview

HB.09.13 n/a Interview with
Brion Gysin

1983 1 video : col. Hi-8 Item is a recorded interview with Brion Gysin conducted
by Hank Bull.
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Series 10: Photographs

Dates:

1973, [1987-1999] , 2003

Extent:

1,077 photographs : b&w and col. negatives and prints ; 10 x 15 cm and smaller , 35 mm

Scope and Content:

Series contains miscellaneous photographs from the personal collection of Hank Bull. Content primarily pertains to

Hank Bull and various events at the Western Front. Prints and negatives included.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content from interview with Hank Bull January 31, 2021.

Researchers are encouraged to use negatives for their own personal art practice.

Titles and contextual information for files from writing on original photograph packets, which are included in files.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.10.01 17-1 Oct. 1987 1987 42 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photograph documentation of exhibitions
and performances from October 1987.

HB.10.02 17-2 Western Front
March 1993

1993 44 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from a dinner gathering, an
outdoor retreat, and gallery events.

HB.10.03 17-15 Brolley Ad 1998 42 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ;
17.5 x 12.5 cm and
smaller and  35 mm

File contains photographs of Hank Bull posing with an
umbrella outside of Western Front building.

HB.10.04 17-16 Umbrella Sept.
1998

1998 23 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from outside of WF on Scotia
street.

HB.10.05 17-17 December
1997 - Western
Front party,
Shadbolt Xmas

1997 37 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of Western Front staff at a
party and a meeting, and a Shadbolt Xmas event.

HB.10.06 17-18 Western Front -
group photo
(Dec. 7, 1996)

1996 42 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains a group photograph from 1996 at the
Western Front, as well as miscellaneous photos from a
party.
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HB.10.07 17-19 Western Front
Dec. 1996

1996 17 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains “Shots for blowups for CC dossier” [from
original packet]; photographs are of interior and exterior
of building.

HB.10.08 17-20 Bose 1996 1996 57 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from a gathering inside Luxe
Hall at Western Front, the title “Bose” is taken from the
original packet.

HB.10.09 18-2 Western Front -
spring 1987

1987 48 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains miscellaneous photographs of Western
Front people and events, including Higgins, Brown, Suzi,
Judi. Date and title from the original packet.

HB.10.10 18-3 Indonesian
shadow play -
Wayang
26/3/90

1990 52 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of Indonesian shadow play, or
Wayang, a form that Kate Craig and Hank Bull studied and
toured throughout Asia performing. Date taken from
original packet.

HB.10.11 18-4 Wiencouver IV 1983 34 photographs : col.
prints ; 8.7 x 12.5 cm

File contains photographs from Wiencouver IV at
Western Front, December 4th 1983. Features Trevor
Arntzen, GX Juppiter Larsen and Bolero Lava.

HB.10.12 18-5 Western Front -
memorial for
Roy Kiyooka

1999 31 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from musical performances
featuring Hank Bull and others, as well as images from
people at a memorial event (information taken from
original packet).

HB.10.13 18-7 Western Front -
event for Doug
Shadbolt

2003 52 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from event for Doug Shadbolt;
includes exhibition images.

HB.10.14 18-8 NY String Trio -
January 1986

1986 30 photographs : col.
negatives ; 35 mm

File contains photographs of the Western Front building
and a performance by the New York String Trio in January
1986.

HB.10.15 18-9 Western Front
building

c. 1988 41 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of the Western Front building
exterior, and views of Scotia street.

HB.10.16 18-10 Western Front
performances -
Kazuko
Shiraishi , Judy
Radul

1988 57 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from two different
performances at Western Front, featuring Kazuko
Shiraishi and Judy Radul.

HB.10.17 18-11 Western Front
1992

1992 12 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains miscellaneous photographs of people from
Western Front, including Kate Craig, Hank Bull, Tetsuo
Kogawa and others.

HB.10.18 18-12 Western Front -
Christmas
1989, etc.

[1989] 16 photographs : col.
prints ; 10 x 15 cm

File contains an assortment of photographs during and
around Christmas 1989 at Western Front, including Art’s
Birthday and dinner.

HB.10.19 18-14 Western Front
retreat 1989

1989 63 photographs : b&w
negatives and prints ; 10
x 15 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs of the Western Front building,
group photos from retreat, and images of model building
“Avant Garde”.

HB.10.20 18-15 August/Septem 1995 32 photographs : col. File contains photographs from Storm Bay and Western
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ber 1995 -
Western Front
retreat, Kogawa
vidphone,
Storm Bay

prints ; 10 x 15 cm and
smaller

Front retreat, features Hank Bull and Kate Craig. Title
taken from original packet.

HB.10.21 18-16 Western Front
garden party
Storm Bay

1995 53 photographs : col.
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from a garden party at Storm
Bay.

HB.10.22 18-17 Al Neil
performance

1994 8 photographs : b&w and
col. prints ; 17.7 x 12.5
cm and smaller

File contains photographs of Al Neil in concert at Western
Front, features Hank Bull and Neil.

HB.10.23 18-18 Ivo Papasov at
Western Front ,
Fur Creek

1992 71 photographs : b&w
negatives and prints ; 8.7
x 12.5 cm and 35 mm

File contains photographs from Ivo Papasov and
Orchestra concert at Western Front; includes images of
line-up outside of building and photographs of Fur Creek.

HB.10.24 18-19 Mr. Peanut
rehearsal and
campaign

c. 1974 97 photographs : b&w
negatives ; 35 mm

File contains photographs of rehearsals for Mr. Peanut
performance project. Features Vincent Trasov, Hank Bull
and others.

HB.10.25 18-20 Victor Coleman
- Coach House
Press - slide
show at
Western Front

1973 76 photographs : col.
slides ; 35 mm

File contains slides from Victor Coleman Coach House
Press slide show 1973, presented at Western Front.
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Series 11: Collected artworks and ephemera

Dates:

1965, 1967, [1973-1978], 1993, 2002

Extent:

67 p. of graphic material : mixed media ; 61 x 76 cm and smaller

Scope and Content:

Series contains artworks in various formats collected by Hank Bull and donated to the Western Front. The

provenance and custodial history of the pieces vary; some come from Bull’s personal collection, and others have

accrued from the collections of other founding members of the Western Front Society. Features works by and

portraits of founders Michael Morris, Kate Craig, Hank Bull, Glenn Lewis and others. Includes pieces that were used

for performances including the colour bars and a shark fin bathing cap, and images from performances including Dr.

Brute and the Brute Saxes. Overall, this series presents a picture of the collaborative artistic landscape that helped

shape and inform practice at the Western Front throughout its history.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content of files from conversations with Hank Bull in January 2021.

Shark fin bathing cap (HB.11.19) is located alongside other costumes from the Kate Craig archive.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.11.01 n/a Archival prints
from Western
Front

va. 72 photographs : b&w
prints adhered to canvas
; 61 x 76 cm

File contains 8 canvases, each with b&w photograph
prints adhered to them arranged in 3x3 panels. Content
of photographs are from performances throughout the
history of Western Front Society, and feature Kate Craig,
Hank Bull, Eric Metcalfe, Michael Morris and others.

HB.11.02 n/a “Howard
Hughes, Inc.” -
Eric Metcalfe

1977 1 print : col. ; 77 x 57 cm
(frame)

Item is artist's proof of "Howard Hughes Inc." by Eric
Metcalfe, 1977; work is a collection of historical
photographs recoloured and collaged.

HB.11.03 n/a Portrait of
Martin Bartlett
and Kate Craig

c. 1973 1 photograph : b&w print
; 68 x 41.5 cm (frame)

Item is a portrait of Western Front founders Kate Craig
(back) and Martin Bartlett (foreground), taken by Chris
Dahl.

HB.11.04 n/a “Elk’s Lodge” -
Michael Morris

1974 1 print : col. silkscreen ;
42 x 42 cm (frame)

Item is a silkscreen print of the Elk's Lodge in Macarthur
Park, L.A.; image taken from old postcard of Elk's Lodge.
Produced by Michael Morris on the occasion of the Decca
Dance in 1974.

HB.11.05 n/a “Immense 1967 1 print : b&w ink on Item is a drawing by Gary Lee Nova from 1967, likely
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Stone at
Baalbec” - Gary
Lee Nova

paper ; 56.7 x 64.5 cm
(frame)

originally from the collection of Vincent Trasov or
Michael Morris as a gift from the artist.

HB.11.06 n/a “HP Sedan
Bottle” - Hank
Bull

1974 1 photograph : col. print ;
38.5 x 51 cm (frame)

Item is a photograph of the work “HP Sedan Bottle” by
Hank Bull, taken by Kate Craig and used for Connexion
exhibition.

HB.11.07 n/a Unknown work
by Harold
Cohen

1965 1 print : col. ; 61.5 x 61.5
cm (frame)

Item is a piece by California artist Harold Cohen from
1965, who worked with robotics to create
computer-generated art. Likely from collection of Michael
Morris or Martin Bartlett.

HB.11.08 n/a Dr. Brute and
the Brute
Saxes, 1976

1976 1 photograph : b&w print
; 45.7 x 45.7 cm (frame)

Item is a framed print of Dr. Brute and the Brute Saxes
performing at the Commodore Ballroom in June 1976,
featuring Eric Metcalfe, Arnie Wynnrob, Patrick Ready,
Suzanne Ksina, and Peter Frasier. Performance was
commissioned by Habitat as part of a U.N. Conference in
Vancouver.

HB.11.09 n/a Work by
Michael Morris
featuring
“Problem of
Nothing” image

1967 1 print : b&w ; 58.2 x
73.5 cm

Item is a work by Michael Morris printed on cardboard
canvas, featuring the "Problem of Nothing" image
(isometric box with thought bubble), and the letters "a h
b q s j c v o f k l b x g y m u e" running along the bottom;
includes a dedication to Ernst Jande.

HB.11.10 n/a Brooklyn zoo
photograph -
Silvia Kolbowski

2002 1 photograph : col. print ;
41 x 51.3 cm (frame)

Item is a framed photograph of zebras in the Brooklyn
Zoo by Silvia Kolbowski (from New York, former editor of
October magazine), donated to the Western Front Art
Auction in the 1980s; one of two partner pieces, the
other of which is in the collection of Jonathan Middleton.
Piece was purchased by Hank Bull at the Art Auction in
2002.

HB.11.11 n/a “The Hand of
the Spirit of
Miss General
Idea”

[197-] 1 p. : paper cutout ; 59 x
51.3 cm (frame)

Item is a vernacular piece by Michael Morris made up of
two paper cutouts possibly based upon bathroom sink
display of Golberg's Plumbing Shop on Main and
Hastings, later appropriated by General Idea artist
collective in Toronto.

HB.11.12 n/a Portrait of Kate
Craig and Jane
Ellison

c. 1978 1 photograph : b&w print
; 32.5 x 40 cm (frame)

Item is a framed portrait of Western Front founding
members Kate Craig (left) and Jane Ellison (right);
photograph by Rodney Werden.

HB.11.13 n/a Flying Leopard
images

1974 1 print : b&w video stills;
59 x 66.3 cm (frame)

Item is a collection of black and white images of "Flying
Leopard" performance by Kate Craig; stills are taken from
a super-8 film of the performance, which was edited for
Connexion exhibition. The film is held in Belkin and
Vancouver Art Gallery collections.

HB.11.14 19-2 Canada
Shadows
“Corpus
Colossus”
(postcard)

[200-] 3 postcards : col. print ;
10 x 15 cm

File contains three Western Front postcards depicting the
work "Corpus Colossus", photo by Clark Steabner.

HB.11.15 19-3 “Gertrude [200-] 3 postcards : col. print ; File contains three postcards depicting work by Hank Bull,
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Stein” - Hank
Bull (postcard)

10 x 15 cm "Gertrude Stein", playing card design from the videotape,
"Duster", 1991.

HB.11.16 19-4 Kate Craig
1947-2002
(postcard)

[200-] 3 postcards : col. print ;
10 x 15 cm

File contains three postcards with an image of Kate Craig.

HB.11.17 20-1 “Colour Bars” -
Gary Lee Nova
and Michael
Morris

[197-] 9 p. of graphic material :
colour bars ; 17.3 x 4 x
1.5 cm

File contains colour bar art objects, conceived Gary Lee
Nova and Michael Morris as a conceptual piece to have
colour correction within any landscape by placing these
objects in the world and taking a picture. Project was
taken up by Morris and Vincent Trasov to sell the sets as
a commodity.

HB.11.18 19-5 Pacific
Vibrations
catalog

1973 1 v. of textual and
graphic material : ink on
paper ; 42.5 x 29 cm

File contains the catalog for Pacific Vibrations, an art
festival and exhibition at Vancouver Art Gallery held from
September 13 to October 23, 1973.

HB.11.19 [Kate Craig
Archive Box 7]

Shark fin
bathing cap

1974 1 costume : rubber Item is part of a costume used during the Hollywood
Decca Dance, celebrating Art’s 1,000,011th birthday in
1974.

HB.11.20 n/a [Brian
Mulvihill]

1974 24 p. of textual and
graphic material : paint
on paper ; 30 x 30.5 cm

Item is a work by Brian Mulvihill, aka Trolleybus,
containing texts by Confucius written in calligraphy on
separate sheets of paper. Sheets were uses as part of an
interactive musical event organized by Martin Bartlett
called “The Great learning”.

HB.11.21 n/a “Bells and
Whistles”

1993 1 print : col. silkscreen
print  ; 56.5 x 46 cm

Item is a piece by Gathie Falk entitled “Bells and
Whistles”, made for the 20th Anniversary of Western
Front.

HB.11.22 n/a “Who Killed
Kennedy?” -
Ant Farm
poster

1975 1 poster : silkscreen print
; 56 x 36 cm

Item is a poster for an event by the art collective Ant
Farm: Ant Farm & T.R. Uthco present "Who Killed
Kennedy? The Eternal Frame: An Authentic Remake of
the Original J.F.K. Assassination". Nov. 22, 1975, San
Francisco. Ant Farm visited Vancouver in the summer of
1972 as part of the Matric Conference.

HB.11.23 n/a Ant Farm’s
20-20 Vision:
An Exhibit of
Visions of the
Future!

1974 1 poster : silkscreen print
; 78 x 44 cm

Item is a poster for an exhibition at the Contemporary
Arts Museum in Houston, Dec. 22-Feb.1 1974, by the art
collective Ant Farm. Ant Farm visited Vancouver in the
summer of 1972 as part of the Matrix Conference.
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Series 12: Collected posters

Dates:

1976, 1978-1979, 1983-1988, 1990

Extent:

24 posters : col. prints ; 64 x 45.5 cm and smaller

Scope and Content:

Series contains posters collected by Hank Bull. Features predominately events which took place at or were

organized by the Western Front Society over the years. Series provides event-based contextual background for the

work of Hank Bull as an event organizer.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content of files from conversations with Hank Bull in March 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.12.01 n/a George
Sawchuk at
Western Front
and grunt

1988 1 poster : col. print ; 50.5
x 40.5 cm

Item is a poster for exhibition by George Sawchuk: New
Work, March 15 - April 1, 1988. At grunt gallery and
Western Front.

HB.12.02 n/a Artropolis (1) [1984] 1 poster : col. print ; 62 x
42 cm

Item is a poster for a province-wide festival of artists in
British Columia. Poster is adhered to the George Sawchuk
poster on top of it and therefore the content is mostly
covered and inaccessible.

HB.12.03 n/a Video Works -
A Selection of
Artist’s
Videotapes

[1984] 2 posters : col. print ; 61
x 45 cm

File contains two copies of a poster for A Selection of
International Artist's Videotapes produced by the
Western Front 1978 to 1985 ; at the Convertible
Showroom, curated by Daina Augaitis.

HB.12.04 n/a A bp Nichol
Celebration -
The
Martyrology,
Book 7

1990 1 poster : b&w print ; 43
x 28 cm

Item is a poster for an event featuring a book launch,
artist talks and poetry readings from November 1-4,
1990. Hosted at Co-op Radio, Simon Fraser Harbour
Centre and Western Front, following the death of
Canadian poet bp Nichol.

HB.12.05 n/a Western Front
10th
Anniversary
Banquet

1983 1 poster : red ink on
paper ; 23 x 36.5 cm

Item is a poster for the Western Front 10th Anniversary
Banquette, structured as a dinner menu with
Anti-Hors-D'oeurves, Filliou Uppers, Dancing Legumes,
Green How's Salad Bar, Sahara Desserts; poster acts as a
placemat and menu.
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HB.12.06 n/a 3 artists + 3
performances
from Japan -
trans-Canada
tour

1988 1 poster : col. print ; 58 x
33.5 cm

Item is a poster advertising the Canadian tour of three
Japanese performance artists. Tour managed by Western
Front Society. Features Kyoko Namba (installation
performance), Tari Ito (movement performance), and
Haruo Higuma (video performance), curated by Hank
Bull.

HB.12.07 n/a Three from the
C.C.M.C. at the
Western Front

1976 1 poster : b&w print ; 43
x 28 cm

Item is a poster for a performance by Mike Snow
(trumpet & piano), Bill Smith (reeds), and Larry Dubin
(drums) at Western Front March 16, 1976.

HB.12.08 n/a Dance by
independent
choreographers

[ca. 1983] 1 poster : col. print ; 59.5
x 21.5 cm

Item is a poster for an event, featuring performances by
choreographers Helen Clarke, Jenifer Mascall, and Silvy
Panet-Raymond, presented by Western Front Society.

HB.12.09 n/a Western Front
Society
January/Februa
ry 1978

1978 1 poster : b&w print ;
63.5 x 45.5 cm

Item is a poster listing exhibitions, performances,
readings and more offered by Western Front Society in
January and February 1978.

HB.12.10 n/a Bob Parent -
“Golden Years
of Jazz” - a
photo
exhibition

1979 1 poster : b&w print ; 43
x 28 cm

Item is a poster for the photography exhibition of Bob
Parent, "Golden Years of Jazz" at Western Front, opening
September 16th, 1979.

HB.12.11 n/a The Western
Front at A
Space -
September
1975

1975 1 poster : col. print ; 45.5
x 63.5 cm

Item is a poster and calendar of events featuring Western
Front members taking place at A Space artist run centre
in Toronto in September 1975; includes Dr. and Lady
Brute, Glenn Lewis reading, Martin Bartlett and others.

HB.12.12 n/a Paul’s Towing
poster and
calendar

1986 1 poster : col. print on
cardstock ; 64 x 45.5 cm

Item is a poster for Paul's Towing 1986, includes calendar
and company advertisement.

HB.12.13 n/a Luminous Sites
- 10 video
installations

1986 1 poster : col. print ; 60.5
x 40.5 cm

Item is a poster for Luminous Sites, a city-wide video
installation exhibition featuring ten artists, presented by
Video Inn and Western Front Society; curated by Dainah
Augaitis and Karen Henry. Artists include Tomiyo Sasaki,
Barbara Steinman, Paul Wong, Conrelia Wyngaarden, Ian
Carr-Harris, Max Dean, David Tomas, Randy & Berenicci,
Kate Craig, Vera Frenkel.

HB.12.14 n/a Luminous
performances

1986 1 poster : col. print ; 60.5
x 40.5 cm

Item is a poster for the series of performances
accompanying Luminous Sites exhibition, presented by
Western Front Society. Featuring Paulette Phillips, Joe
Sarahan, Randy & Berenicci, Edward Lam.

HB.12.15 n/a Introducing
Brewery Creek

1986 2 posters : col. prints ;
44.5 x 60.5 cm

File contains two copies of a poster for "Introducing
Brewery Creek: A Mount Pleasant Centennial
Celebration", featuring historical exhibitions and art
projects; produced by Glenn Lewis for Western Front.

HB.12.16 n/a Midsummer
Night’s
Madness

1984 1 poster : b&w print ; 43
x 28 cm

Item is a poster for "Cafe Society" by Ben Metcalfe's All
Star Review, along with bands Katz & Jammers and
Beverly Sisters at Western Front (June 23, 1984).
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HB.12.17 n/a Performance
Winter Festival

1984 1 poster : b&w print ; 43
x 28 cm

Item is a poster for a performance festival featuring
Andrew Patterson, Andreas Nieman, Mona Hatoum, Alan
Storey & Terry Larkin, and Jim Pomeroy; at the Western
Front from December 7-16, 1984.

HB.12.18 n/a Western Front
February 84

1984 1 poster : col. print ; 42.5
x 26.5 cm

Item is a poster and calendar with a list of exhibitions,
readings/performance, music, books/video happening at
Western Front in February of 1984. Featuring Jim Miller,
Charles Rea, Buffie Johnson, David Thompson University,
Toby MacLennan, William Everson, Diana Kemble, Eric
Metcalfe, Hank Bull.

HB.12.19 n/a Street Culture:
A video series

1984 1 poster : col. print ; 61 x
43.5 cm

Item is a poster for a video screening series from April
18-20, 1984. Presented by Video Inn and Western Front
Society. Artists and projects from New York, Tokyo,
Vancouver, Montreal, and San Francisco.

HB.12.20 n/a Issues of
Censorship

[ca. 1985] 1 poster : col. print ; 55.5
x 42 cm

Item is a poster of "Issues of Censorship" exhibition and
publication, Oct. 28 - Nov. 14; travelling show initiated by
A Space (Toronto) visiting Western Front.

HB.12.21 n/a Civil
liberties...we’re
keeping an eye
on them

unknown 1 poster : col. print ; 34.5
x 38 cm

Item is a poster about state censorship, surveillance,
access control. Unknown origin, from the personal
collection of Hank Bull.

HB.12.22 n/a Artropolis (2) 1984 1 poster : col. print ; 43 x
28 cm

Item is a poster for Artropolis: Exhibition of
contemporary British Columbia art; curated by Dainah
Augaitis and others in response to the opening of
Vancouver Art Gallery. Artropolis went on to inspire a
tradition of annual alternative art shows.
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Series 13: Audiovisual material

Dates:

[197-], 1985, [1990-2001]

Extent:

ca. 120 videos : Umatic cassette and other material

Scope and Content:

Series contains videos from the personal collection of Hank Bull. Includes video documentation of Bull’s global

research trips, Tetsuo Kogawa, and various conferences and exhibitions. Additionally, collected originals telecom

performances, film projects and luxe radio recordings.

Administrative / Custodial History:

From the files of Hank Bull. Originally stored in the basement of Western Front, and selected for the purposes of

this collection based on relevance to other materials in the collection and digitization priority based on content.

Notes:

Background information for Scope and Content of files from conversations with Hank Bull in January 2021.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.13.01 n/a Radio
recordings

[197-] 30 audio : open reel ; ¼” File contains recordings of Luxe radio plays - radio plays
performed for a live audience, including the HP Radio
Show with Hank Bull and Patrick Ready, and various radio
art pieces by Bull.

HB.13.02 n/a Global sound
recordings

[198-, 199-] 1 box of audio : Hi-8 File contains various field recordings taken by Hank Bull
during trips through Asia, Africa, India, and other
locations.

HB.13.03 n/a Chance
conference

1996 2 videos : col. Umatic
and VHS ; ¾”

File contains videos from Chance conference in Las Vegas;
includes edited tape of video taken by Hank Bull while
attending (Umatic), as well as the keynote address (VHS).
Featuring Bull, Judy Radul and Chris Krause.

HB.13.04 n/a Portrait of
Tetsuo Kogawa

[ca. 1992] 3 videos : col. Umatic
and Hi-8 ; ¾”

File contains a short documentary of Japanese artist and
mini-FM pioneer Tetsuo Kogawa by Hank Bull used for a
grant application to get Kogawa a residency at Western
Front; includes master and sub-master copies, as well as
Hi-8 video of Kogawa radio show.

HB.13.05 n/a NTV -
Neighbourhood
Television

[199-] 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is a project in collaboration with Tetsuo Kogawa,
applying his personal radio transmitter concept to
television; funded by Western Front as part of his
residency; video is a rough cut.
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HB.13.06 n/a False Creek
South

1994 2 videos : col. Umatic
and Hi-8 ; ¾”

File contains a documentary by Hank Bull, walking
through the False Creek neighbourhood around Western
Front with an old resident describing what the area used
to be like. Video contains visual information about False
Creek neighborhood in the 1990s, with oral history
containing information about the early 20th century.

HB.13.07 n/a Moshi Moshi 1983 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is performance documentation of a Hank Bull
residency in Quebec, entitled "Moshi Moshi".

HB.13.08 n/a Salmon run 1993 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is a video of a performance by Hank Bull called
"Salmon Run", as part of a Vancouver and Toronto audio
exchange project.

HB.13.09 n/a Shanghai
Biennale 2000

2000 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is video documentation, shot by Hank Bull, of events
from Shanghai Biennale.

HB.13.10 n/a La Riviere 1997 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is video documentation of a student workshop
conducted by Hank Bull in Chicoutimi, Quebec.

HB.13.11 n/a Oscana
research

1997 1 video : col. Umatic ; ¾” Item is video footage of a former Indian village, taken
while conducting research on the area alongside
Indigenous artist Edward Poitras.

HB.13.12 n/a China 1997 1997 10 videos : col. MiniDV ;
¼”

File contains raw footage from a trip to China taken by
Hank Bull in 1997.

HB.13.15 n/a Space Traffic
2001

2001 1 video : col. MiniDV ; ¼” Item is video documentation of the Space Traffic
conference held in Hong Kong, featuring mostly Chinese
artist-run centres; attended by Hank Bull and Jonathan
Middleton from Western Front Society.

HB.13.16 n/a China research
trips

1995, 1997 c. 10 videos : col. Hi-8
and Umatic ; ¾”

File contains video footage from research trips to China
and other Asian nations (including the Philippines, Japan,
and Taiwan) by Hank Bull in 1995 and 1997. Includes 2
tapes of talks given by Hank Bull in China.

HB.13.17 n/a Telecom
performances

1991-1992 8 videos : col. Umatic
and VHS ; ¾”

File contains video documentation of various telecom
videophone projects, including "Distanz" and others from
Montreal, Tokyo, Regina, Toronto, and Sydney.

HB.13.18 n/a 8mm films
compilation

[1971-1978] 1 video : col. Betacam ;
½”

Item is a compilation of various films originally made on
8mm, titles of films listed on the cover of the tape.

HB.13.19 n/a Marshalore 1985 1 video (44 min.) : VHS ;
½”

Item is video documentation of a show by Montreal artist
Marshalore from 1985, in addition to interviews with
various arts figures at the Western Front.

HB.13.20 n/a The Wind 1989 3 videos : col. Umatic
and VHS ; ¾”

File contains two master edits of "The Wind" by Hank
Bull; 2 hours of landscape videos of Alberta created
during a residency.

HB.13.21 n/a Furry Creek 1992 2 videos : col. Umatic ;
¾”

File contains landscape videos of Furry Creek shot by
Hank Bull.

HB.13.22 n/a Robin Blaser
last supper

[2000-2001] 1 video : col. MiniDV ; ¼” Item is video documentation of a fundraising dinner for
poet Robin Blaser.
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Series 14: Technology

Dates:

[1973], [1988], [1993]

Extent:

0.4 cm of textual records : ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5 cm and other materials

Scope and Content:

Series contains various objects used for performances and events at Western Front. These objects emphasize the

role of telecommunications art in the practice of Hank Bull and the history of the Western Front Society.

Administrative / Custodial History:

Donated by Hank Bull.

Notes:

One of the Kodak carousels originally contained slides that can now be found as file HB.10.25 located in box 18-20.

Contents:

File
Number

Box-Folder
Number

Title Date Extent Scope and Content

HB.14.01 n/a Kodak
carousels

[c. 1973],
[1990]

4 carousels : Kodak ; 5 x
22 x 22 cm

File contains three empty Kodak slide carousels used for
photograph projection.

HB.14.02 n/a Videophones [1988] 2 videophones :
Panasonic ; 17 x 15 x 18
cm

File contains two videophones with associated cables.
Objects are housed in a black trunk held closed with a
knotted rope, and wrapped in bubble wrap.

HB.14.03 n/a Robot 1200c
instruction
manual

1993 0.4 cm textual material :
ink on paper ; 28 x 21.5
cm

File contains instruction manual and repair and warranty
information for 1200c slowscanner.

HB.14.04 n/a Slowscanner [1993] 1 slowscanner : Robot
1200c ; 8.5 x 28 x 32 cm

Item is a Robot 1200c slowscanner from Robot Research,
Inc.
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